YES, YOU CAN HAVE THE
BEST OF BOTH WORLDS
More and more patients are asking for
treatment with aligners, but aligners
alone don’t always produce optimal

WHY STRUGGLE WITH
27 ALIGNER STAGES
WHEN ONE WIRE WILL DO?
Using aligners to treat patients who
require significant arch form correction, have major rotations, angulation
issues or vertical discrepancies can be
challenging if not impossible with
aligners alone. Patients get tired of wearing aligners and compliance can decline.

results. The 2CLEAR SYSTEM is a new
With the 2CLEAR SYSTEM first and second
order corrections happen fast, and transitioning
into aligners is easy. Best of all, the 2CLEAR
Brackets serve as aligner attachments, providing
extra control for precision finishing.

approach to aesthetic orthodontic
treatment, melding the biomechanical advantages of orthodontic
brackets and wires for alignment
and leveling, with a series of aligners for finishing. The fusion of the
world’s smallest, transparent
orthodontic bracket, super-elastic wires and a series of aligners speeds up treatment while
providing the aesthetics and
comfort that patients
demand.
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HERE IS HOW IT WORKS

1

Upload photos and fill out the lab order form on our
doctor portal. Within five days 3D-printed brackets, a
bracket placement guide and sequence of wires will be
delivered to your office.

2 After first and second order corrections are complete, scan
the patient’s teeth with wire removed but the brackets still on
the teeth. The treatment plan includes using the brackets as
aligner attachments for maximum treatment control and
predictable results.
Once the treatment plan is approved, aligners are delivered. If
required, additional aligners can be ordered for refinement.

THE WORLD’S SMALLEST,
TRANSPARENT BRACKET
IS ALSO AN ALIGNER
ATTACHMENT

WHY TRY THE 2CLEAR SYSTEM?

great aesthetics and
comfort for patients

faster correction of first and second
order issues than with aligners alone

ideal for adolescents – shorter treatment
means fewer compliance issues

don’t have to worry about
bonding aligner attachments

click-in bracket slot,
no ligatures required

To get started go to our website at www.2clearsystem.com
and take our free on-line training course.

